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- Search for specific files
or folders on your

computer. - Find all files
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and folders. - Support for
Unicode characters. -

Advanced text search. -
Find and print filenames

and file contents. -
Advanced search options.

- Find files or folders
based on their file

attributes. - Rename files
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or folders. - Sort the
search results. - Unicode

and Arabic filenames
support. - Graphic user
interface. - Save search
results as text, html, csv,
xml. - Export the results
as text, html, csv, xml

files. - Large and detailed
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search results. - Find files
or folders and view their

content. - Easy to use
with no installation. -
Supports x64 CPU.

System Requirements: -
Windows XP or later.

-.NET Framework 3.5 or
higher.
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UltraFileSearchStd
Portable is available in

the following languages:
English UltraFileSearch

Std Portable Free
Download is a

straightforward software
utility that allows you to
carry out an extensive
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search on your hard
drives, remote servers or
USB drives for specific

files or folders. This
small-sized application

represents a viable
alternative to your

Windows file and folder
searcher, especially since
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it does not require
installation and can be

used on the go. Extensive
file, folder and text

search options You can
begin your search by

specifying the file name
using two modes: Simple
and Wildcards. You can
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choose to include sub-
folders, hidden folders,

filter and exclude folders,
append results, as well as

double-click items to
open folder contents and
view files. What's more is
that you can even look for

words or phrases and
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narrow down your search
by checking options, such
as match any or all, whole

words, case sensitive,
without and text filters.

Plus, you can easily locate
your documents if you

skip hidden, image,
system, audio or video
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files. Next, you can apply
filters by file size or by

the date and time
intervals when the

documents were created,
modified or last accessed.
Configure attributes and
export results As far as

advanced setting are
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concerned, you can select
the attributes of the files
you want to find, namely

normal, archive, read
only, system, hidden,

compressed, encrypted,
temporary, not indexed or
offline. Furthermore, you
can set filters for name,
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folder and full path
lengths. For each of

them, you can filter the
length names smaller

than, larger than, equal to,

UltraFileSearch Std Portable

UltraFileSearch - Std
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Portable is a very handy
application to search for
and locate the files you
are looking for. It is an
open-source software
utility for Windows.
WindowsSearch Std

Portable is a very handy
application to search for
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and locate the files you
are looking for. It is an
open-source software

utility for Windows. It is
fast, intuitive and

includes an advanced
feature set. Like most
popular Windows file

searching applications, it
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is easy to use and quick to
perform. The application
offers a number of ways

to locate the files you
want. By selecting the

Search Folder and
clicking on the Search

button,
WindowsSearchStd
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Portable will search for
the selected folder and

display the file names in a
neatly formatted

treeview. You can sort
the tree by extension, file

name, or file size. You
can also search by

looking for filenames that
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contain a particular word,
string, or set of words.
You can look for file
names that match all
(case insensitive), all

lower case, all upper case,
numbers, or a numeric

string. Advanced
searching options are also
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available, such as
performing a file search
in any of the areas of a
disk partition, including
the boot partition. You

can also create additional
search criteria such as
searches in a specific
section of a partition,
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such as Microsoft Office
files in Windows, Mac
files in OS X, and MS
Office files in Linux.

You can also choose to
use a Windows file
search, a Linux file

search, a Unix file search
or a Mac OS X file
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search, depending on the
distribution you are using.

The application
automatically lists files
matched by the search

criteria you specify. You
can sort the displayed
results by any criteria.
Screenshots Features
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Universal file search You
can search for file names,
extensions, file paths and
contents. File names, file
paths, and file extensions
are case insensitive. You
can also set the search in

any parts of the disk
partition, including the
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boot partition. Advanced
search options Filter by

File type: Type File types:
File, Document, Folder,

Image, Sound, Text,
Others Size, Size Search:

Size Search: Matches
only files or folders that

are smaller than a
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specified size Size Range:
Matches only files or

folders that are within a
specified range of size

Size: Size Range:
Performs a size search,
but within the specified

range Size: Size: Matches
only files or folders that
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are within a specified
range of size Date

91bb86ccfa
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UltraFileSearch Std Portable Free Download X64

Windows:
UltraFileSearch is a free
software utility for
accessing your system's
files and folders.
Combine it with a regular
file searcher and you'll
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find any file on your PC
in no time. Organize your
folders by category,
search sub-folders and
search all files in the
selected folders. Features:
Simple: - Select file name
- View file path - Choose
to include sub-folders,
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hidden, to exclude folder
- Append results, multi-
items - Double-click an
item to open selected
folder Advanced: -
Replace words, full
names, first letters, case,
words with similar
characters - Search by
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attributes: Normal,
Archive, Read only,
System, Hidden,
Compressed, Encrypted,
Temporary, Not indexed,
Offline - Filter by file
size or date and time -
Select attributes by file
name, folder or full path
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length - Choose to filter
by name length, begin
with, end with, between a
certain length or include
or exclude words - Apply
date and time filters -
View detailed reports for
each selected file and
folder, including file
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properties, number of
occurrences, file size, last
modified date, access
date, owner, file type, etc.
Warning: -
UltraFileSearch is a
search utility, not a file
viewer - There is no
option to remove
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duplicates Requirements:
System Requirements: -
Windows XP (SP2 or
later), Vista, Windows 7,
Windows 8/8.1, Windows
10 (32 and 64 bit)
Minimum RAM: - 512
MB minimum, 1.5 GB
recommended
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Recommended CPU: -
Intel Core 2 Duo E6400
or higher A minimum of
64 MB of free disk space
Application Features:
Simple: - Select file name
- View file path - Choose
to include sub-folders,
hidden, to exclude folder
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- Append results, multi-
items - Double-click an
item to open selected
folder Advanced: -
Replace words, full
names, first letters, case,
words with similar
characters - Search by
attributes: Normal,
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Archive, Read only,
System, Hidden,
Compressed, Encrypted,
Temporary, Not indexed,
Offline - Filter by file
size or date and time -
Select attributes by file
name, folder or full path
length - Choose to filter
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by name length, begin
with, end with, between a
certain length or include
or exclude words - Apply
date

What's New in the?

Search the contents of all
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the folders on your hard
drive, USB Flash Drive or
flash-based storage
device. Simply type in the
name or content (File,
Folder, Last Accessed,
Modified, Size) to begin
the search. Press Enter to
skip folders.
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UltraFileSearch Std
Portable is a
straightforward software
utility that allows you to
carry out an extensive
search on your hard
drives, remote servers or
USB drives for specific
files or folders. This
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small-sized application
represents a viable
alternative to your
Windows file and folder
searcher, especially since
it does not require
installation and can be
used on the go. Extensive
file, folder and text
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search options You can
begin your search by
specifying the file name
using two modes: Simple
and Wildcards. You can
choose to include sub-
folders, hidden folders,
filter and exclude folders,
append results, as well as
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double-click items to
open folder contents and
view files. What's more is
that you can even look for
words or phrases and
narrow down your search
by checking options, such
as match any or all, whole
words, case sensitive,
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without and text filters.
Plus, you can easily locate
your documents if you
skip hidden, image,
system, audio or video
files. Next, you can apply
filters by file size or by
the date and time
intervals when the
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documents were created,
modified or last accessed.
Configure attributes and
export results As far as
advanced setting are
concerned, you can select
the attributes of the files
you want to find, namely
normal, archive, read
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only, system, hidden,
compressed, encrypted,
temporary, not indexed or
offline. Furthermore, you
can set filters for name,
folder and full path
lengths. For each of
them, you can filter the
length names smaller
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than, larger than, equal to,
not between or between a
certain length range.
Detailed reports
concerning the findings
of your file, text or folder
search can be exported as
TXT, CSV, HTML, HTM
or XML files. Search the
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contents of all the folders
on your hard drive, USB
Flash Drive or flash-
based storage device.
Simply type in the name
or content (File, Folder,
Last Accessed, Modified,
Size) to begin the search.
Press Enter to skip
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folders. UltraFileSearch
Std Portable Latest
Version Downloader
UltraFileSearch Std
Portable Latest Version
Free Download
UltraFileSearch Std
Portable Latest Version
Overview
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System Requirements:

The minimum hardware
system requirements for
the game are: OS:
Windows 10 Windows 10
Processor: Intel i3 1.3Ghz
or higher Intel i3 1.3Ghz
or higher RAM: 4GB
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4GB Hard Disk Space:
3.5GB I should mention
that this is a download
and play copy. You will
not be able to play
without purchasing the
product as there are no
access codes to bypass.
The minimum software
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system requirements for
the game are: Java: Latest
version Latest version
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